Traveling Activities of Researchers

Applicants for a position at ICSY often ask, if there is a lot of traveling activities for researchers. We take this question as an opportunity to highlight the travel destination of ICSY members in the year 2013. Alas, often researchers only get to see the insides of the conference building.

Travel activity in the year 2013:

Salt Lake City, Utah, USA
Washington, DC, USA
Arlington, Virginia, USA
Brussels, Belgium
Madison, Wisconsin, USA
Santander, Spain
Leuven, Belgium
New York, NY, USA
Venice, Italy
Tokyo, Japan
Vienna, Austria

(Text: Tino Fleuren)
What is going on at ICSY in 2013? Some STATISTICS

ICSY Members 2012 and 2013

14 to 9 RESEARCHERS

5-8 Hiwis

Researchers COME and GO
One cannot leave

Members come from many countries

USA BULGARIA
Rumania Turkey

Research in 2013

Organized Events
Projects
Papers
Project Proposals

Some STATISTICS

Studies in 2013
Studies in 2013

62 students

50 passed the exercise

Written Exam 1: 37 participants, 7 failed
Written Exam 2: 13 participants, 1 failed

Lecture Grid & Cloud Computing

38 students

31 passed the exercise

Oral Exam: 31 participants, 4 failed
Successful Completion of the iGreen Project

In the iGreen project, a knowledge management system for agriculture was developed, which integrates various public and private information sources. This network allowed for implementing mobile decision assistance systems, which facilitate cooperative production processes in the farming sector, reaching improved energy efficiency, economic advantages, and environmental benefits.

ICSY provided the iGreen infrastructure with its service platform Venice, which enables a secure communication between iGreen nodes based on services.

In the mid-term review, all work packages demonstrated the practical use of the iGreen platform. In the corresponding scenario, the driver of the agricultural machine received work instructions of the contractors on the machine terminal via the iGreen communication infrastructure. He followed those instructions, while the iGreen technology delivered precise information about the conditions and the quality of the field. Finally, the agricultural contractor was notified about the results of the work. This successful demonstration yielded an extension of the project till 2013.

(Text: Tino Fleuren)

ICSY Alumni

ICSY wishes to stay in contact with former colleagues, students, and student researchers in order to build a strong alumni network.

Alumni receive the ICSY report in order to get a regular update of ICSY’s activities. We report about selected highlights of the past months, present current research topics, and inform former ICSY members about news in research and lecture.

ICSY hopes you enjoy reading the report and would like to stay in touch with ICSY. If you have any questions or would like to give feedback about the ICSY report please send an email to alumni@icsy.de

Please inform other former colleagues and students about ICSY Alumni.